Abstract. Let I ⊂ P(N) stand for an ideal containing finite sets. We discuss various kinds of statistical convergence and I-convergence for sequences of functions with values in R or in a metric space. For real valued measurable functions defined on a measure space (X, M, µ), we obtain a statistical version of the Egorov theorem (when µ(X) < ∞). We show that, in its assertion, equi-statistical convergence on a big set cannot be replaced by uniform statistical convergence. Also, we consider statistical convergence in measure and I-convergence in measure, with some consequences of the Riesz theorem. We prove that outer and inner statistical convergences in measure (for sequences of measurable functions) are equivalent if the measure is finite.
Preliminaries
Since 1951 when Steinhaus [25] and Fast [7] defined statistical convergence for sequences of real numbers, several generalizations and applications of this notion have been investigated. See [24] , [10] , [11] , [17] , [18] , [15] , [19] , [3] , [21] . Our aim is to propose some new variants of statistical convergence (and more general I-convergence) for sequences of functions. We put special emphasis on real valued measurable functions, in a sense extending original ideas of Steinhaus [25] and Fast [7] . In particular, we obtain counterparts of the classical theorems of Egorov and Riesz in which statistical convergence of measurable functions is used.
Let N = {1, 2, . . .}. For A ⊂ N and j ∈ N, the quotient d j (A) = card(A ∩ {1, . . . , j})/j is called the j-th partial density of A. Note that the operator d j is a probability measure on P(N) with the support {1, . . . , j}. The limit d(A) = lim j→∞ d j (A) (if exists) is called the density of A ⊂ N. It is easy to check that I d = {A ⊂ N : d(A) = 0} forms an ideal of subsets of N. By an ideal we understand a hereditary family I ⊂ P(N) stable under finite unions. Moreover, we will consider only admissible ideals, i.e. those which are different from P(N) and contain all singletons (cf. [15] ). Of course, I d is admissible; for many other examples see [15] and [6] .
For an admissible ideal I ⊂ P(N), let us recall the notion of I-convergence (cf. [15] , [19] ; a similar concept was invented in [13] ). We say that a sequence (y n ) n∈N of points in a metric space (Y, ρ) is I-convergent to y ∈ Y if {n ∈ N : ρ(y n , y) ≥ ε} ∈ I for every ε > 0. We denote it by y n → I y. If I equals the ideal of all finite subsets of N, we obtain the usual convergence y n → y, and if I = I d , we obtain exactly statistical convergence introduced by Steinhaus [25] and Fast [7] . Since I is admissible, it contains all finite subsets of N, and consequently, I-convergence is implied by the usual convergence. An important case appears when I-convergence of a sequence is equivalent to the usual convergence of an I-thick subsequence. We say that an increasing sequence (n k ) k∈N of positive integers is I-thick if N \ {n k : k ∈ N} ∈ I; then also (y n k ) k∈N is called an I-thick subsequence of (y n ) n∈N . We say that y n → ( * )−I y if there is an I-thick subsequence (y n k ) k∈N of (y n ) n∈N such that y n k → y. We obviously have (y n → ( * )−I y) ⇒ (y n → I y). A situation where the converse holds, was characterized in [15] -it depends on I and (Y, ρ). Before we quote these results, let us recall a useful notion of a P-ideal. We say that an ideal I ⊂ P(N) is a P-ideal if for every sequence (A n ) n∈N of sets in I there is an A ∞ ∈ I with A n \ A ∞ finite for every n. We say that I satisfies condition (AP) if for every sequence (A n ) n∈N of pairwise disjoint sets from I there are sets B n ⊂ N, n ∈ N, such that the symmetric difference A n B n is finite for every n and n∈N B n ∈ I (cf. [15] ). Additionally, define condition (AP'): it looks like (AP) but the pairwise disjointness of sets A n is not required. Note that I d satisfies (AP) (see [15] ). Proposition 1. Let I ⊂ P(N) be an admissible ideal. The following conditions are equivalent:
Proof. (i)⇒(ii). Let A n ∈ I for n ∈ N. By (i) pick an A ∞ ∈ I with A n \ A ∞ finite for every n. Put B n = A n ∩ A ∞ , n ∈ N. Thus B n A ∞ = B n \ A ∞ is finite for every n and n∈N B n ⊂ A ∞ ∈ I.
(ii)⇒(iii) is obvious. (iii)⇒(i). Let A n ∈ I for n ∈ N. Put A * 1 = A 1 and A * n = A n \ j<n A j for n > 1. Thus A * n , n ∈ N, are pairwise disjoint sets from I with
A i for every n. By (iii) pick B n , n ∈ N, such that B n A * n is finite for every n and B = n∈N B n ∈ I.
) for every n and consequently, A n \ B is finite.
The following fact summarizes the results from [15] about the equivalence between → I and → ( * )−I . For a complete metric space (Y, ρ) and an admissible ideal I ⊂ P(N), I-convergence of a sequence of points in Y is equivalent to the respectively defined I-Cauchy condition. This was firstly proved by Fridy [10] for I = I d and Y = R. A similar argument works in a general case (see [5] , [19] , and also [16] where another method was used). One of possible formulations of I-Cauchy condition is the following (cf. [5] ). A sequence (y n ) n∈N of points in (Y, ρ) is said to satisfy I-Cauchy condition whenever (∀ε > 0)(∃D ∈ I)(∀m, n ∈ N \ D)ρ(y m , y n ) < ε. Now, let us prove that, for every P-ideal I, we have the equivalence between I-Cauchy condition and the usual Cauchy condition of an I-thick subsequence. This is analogous to the case described in Fact 2 where condition (AP) was involved. Below, we use P-ideals since (AP) and being a P-ideal is the same by Proposition 1.
Proposition 3. Let I ⊂ P(N) be an admissible ideal. For a sequence (y n ) n∈N of points in a metric space (Y, ρ), consider two statements:
(I) (y n ) n∈N satisfies I-Cauchy condition, (II) there is an I-thick subsequence (y n k ) k∈N which satisfies the usual Cauchy condition. Then (II) implies (I). If I is a P-ideal then (I) implies (II).
Proof. Assume (II). Thus M 0 = N \ {n k : k ∈ N} ∈ I. Let ε > 0. Since (y n k ) k∈N satisfies the Cauchy condition, pick p ∈ N such that ρ(y n j , y n k ) < ε for all j, k ≥ p. Observe that ρ(y m , y n ) < ε for all m, n / ∈ M where M = M 0 ∪ {n 1 , . . . , n p } ∈ I. Hence (I) holds.
Let I be a P-ideal and assume (I). For every j ∈ N, pick a set D j ∈ I such that ρ(y m , y n ) < 1/j for all m, n / ∈ D j . Since I is a P-ideal, pick a set D ∞ ∈ I with D j \ D ∞ finite for all j ∈ N. Arrange N \ D ∞ into an increasing sequence (n k ) k∈N . Let us check that (y n k ) k∈N satisfies the usual Cauchy condition. Let ε > 0 and pick j ∈ N with 1/j ≤ ε. Next pick p ∈ N with D j \D ∞ ⊂ {n 1 , . . . , n p }. Thus for any k, l > p we have n k , n l / ∈ D j ∪D ∞ and consequently, ρ(y n k , y n l ) < 1/j ≤ ε.
Kinds of I-convergence for functions
Fix an admissible ideal I ⊂ P(N) and a metric space (Y, ρ). Assume that X = ∅ and that functions f : X → Y , f n : X → Y , n ∈ N, are given.
First let us define I-pointwise convergence in a standard manner. Namely, (f n ) n∈N is said to be I-pointwise convergent to f (on X) if f n (x)→ I f (x) (in (Y, ρ)) for each x ∈ X. This can be written by the formula
This convergence plays a role while one considers the generalized Baire classes (see [14] , [15] , [1] ). Next let us introduce I-uniform convergence of (f n ) n∈N to f (on X). We write it as f n ⇒ I f and define by the formula
Remark 4. We evidently have
Of course f n ⇒ f (the usual uniform convergence) implies f n ⇒ I f . Now, let I be such that I-convergence of sequences of points in (Y, ρ) is strictly more general than the usual convergence. Thus there is a sequence y n ∈ Y , n ∈ N, such that y n → I y ∈ Y but ¬y n → y. Putting f n (x) = y n and f (x) = y for x ∈ X and n ∈ N, we have f n ⇒ I f but ¬f n ⇒ f . So, in this case, I-uniform convergence for sequences of functions in X Y is strictly more general than the usual uniform convergence.
Because of equivalence (2.2), we can easily derive several properties of I-uniform convergence. For instance, each I-uniform convergent sequence (f n ) n∈N contains a subsequence which is uniformly convergent. This implies that I-uniform convergence preserves continuity (for functions from a metric space into a metric space). By a standard argument (cf. e.g. [23] ) which enables us to reverse implication (2.1) in a special case.
Proposition 5. Let I ⊂ P(N) be an admissible ideal and let (X, σ), (Y, ρ) be metric spaces. Assume that f n → I f (on X) where functions f n : X → Y , n ∈ N, are equi-continuous (on X) and f : X → Y . Then f is continuous (on X). If additionally X is compact then f n ⇒ I f (on X).
Proof. First we will prove that f is continuous. Let x 0 ∈ X and ε > 0. By the equi-continuity of f n 's, there exists δ > 0 such that ρ(f n (x), f n (x 0 )) < ε/3 for every n ∈ N and x ∈ B(x 0 , δ) (B(x 0 , δ) stands for an open ball in X with center x 0 and radius δ).
and the continuity of f is proved. Now we will show that f n ⇒ I f . Let ε > 0. Since X is compact, it follows that f is uniformly continuous and f n 's are equi-uniformly continuous (on X). So, pick δ > 0 such that for any x, x ∈ X with σ(x, x ) < δ we have ρ(f n (x), f n (x )) < ε/3 and ρ(f (x), f (x )) < ε/3. By the compactness of X, choose a finite subcover B(
which witnesses that f n ⇒ I f on X. If I = I d then → I and ⇒ I will be read (respectively) as pointwise and uniform statistical convergence. Now, we will define a kind of convergence lying between → I d and ⇒ I d . Namely, a sequence (f n ) n∈N is called equistatistically convergent to f (we write f n I d f )) if for every ε > 0, the sequence (g j,ε ) j∈N of functions g j,ε : X → R given by
is uniformly convergent to the zero function (on X). Thus f n I d f if and only if the following formula holds
Observe that, by the monotonicity of operator d j , we may put σ = ε in the above formula. (Also, we may consider only some special values of ε, for instance ε = 1/p, p ∈ N.)
(As above, we may take σ = ε.) Thus
Hence for all j ≥ k we have
Then f k must be the zero function, a contradiction. 
, the set {n ∈ N : f n (x) = 0} is of cardinality ≤ 1. On the other hand, no subsequence of (f n ) n∈N is uniformly convergent since sup
Despite of the above intriguing example, equi-statistical convergence preserves continuity which is shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 9. Let f : X → Y and f n : X → Y for n ∈ N where (X, σ), (Y, ρ) are metric spaces. Fix x 0 ∈ X. If f n I d f (on X) and all functions f n , n ∈ N, are continuous at x 0 , then f is continuous at x 0 .
Proof. Let ε > 0. Since f n I d f , we can find a number k ∈ N such that
Since d k is a probability measure on P(N) with the support {1, . . . , k}, from the choice of k it follows that d k (E(x)) > 1/2 for all x ∈ X. By the continuity of f 1 , . . . , f k at x 0 , there is a ball B(x 0 , δ) in X such that ρ(f i (x), f i (x 0 )) < ε/3 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , k} and x ∈ B(x 0 , δ). We will show that ρ(f (x), f (x 0 )) < ε for all x ∈ B(x 0 , δ). Fix x ∈ B(x 0 , δ).
Remark 10. Let f n (x) = x n for x ∈ [0, 1]. Then (f n ) n∈N is pointwise convergent to a function f discontinuous at 1. So, ¬f n I d f by Theorem 9.
Statistical Egorov's theorem
The Egorov theorem, a classical result of measure theory, has been generalized by many authors in various directions (cf. [22] , [2] , [20] ). We are going to present a statistical version of this theorem. In the assertion, equistatistical convergence of a sequence on a big set is obtained, and we show that this cannot be replaced by uniform statistical convergence.
Assume that (X, M, µ) is a measure space. We consider real valued measurable functions defined on X almost everywhere. This will allows us (if necessary) to treat such functions as defined everywhere on X and having infinite values on a set of measure zero.
Theorem 11. Assume that (X, M, µ) is a finite measure space. Let real valued functions f, f n (n ∈ N) be measurable defined almost everywhere on X, and let (f n ) n∈N be pointwise statistically convergent to f almost everywhere on X. Then for every ε > 0 there is an A ∈ M such that µ(X \A) < ε and (f n | A ) n∈N is equi-statistically convergent to f | A on A.
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that all functions f, f n (n ∈ N) are defined everywhere on X and f n (x)→ I d f (x) for all x ∈ X. Fix p, j ∈ N. Observe that the set
is measurable. Indeed, for each n ∈ N, the function g n (x) = |f n (x) − f (x)|, x ∈ X, is measurable and thus
For every x ∈ X, we have x ∈ H if and only if (1/j)
From our previous observation we conclude that
Corollary 12. Assume that (X, M, µ) is a finite measure space. Let real valued functions f, f n , (n ∈ N) be measurable defined almost everywhere on X. Then f n →
The following example shows that equi-statistical convergence cannot be replaced by uniform statistical convergence in Theorem 11. The presented example is not the easiest possible (one can consider for instance a sequence (f n ) n∈N from Example 16) but it shows that the modified version of Theorem 11 is really far from being valid. The functions are defined on the compact metric space [0, 1] endowed with the σ-field of Lebesgue measurable sets and Lebesgue measure λ, and they are continuous (according to Proposition 5 they cannot be equi-continuous).
, 10}, etc. The sets S N are pairwise disjoint, N ∈N S N = N and S N has exactly N elements. For n ∈ N let N (n) ∈ N be such that n ∈ S N (n) . We have N (n) < √ 2n + 1. The elements of S N are numbered according to the magnitude and starting from 0 (independently for every N ∈ N). The smallest element of S N has number 0, while the greatest one has number N − 1. Let r(n) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N (n) − 1} be the number assigned to n ∈ S N (n) .
Every x ∈ [0, 1) can be presented as the sum 
• For every N ∈ N the sets A N 0 , A N 1 , . . . , A N N −1 are pairwise disjoint and
. . , N k ∈ N are pairwise different and r i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N i − 1} for i = 1, 2, . . . , k then
These properties imply that σ-fields σ(A N 0 , A N 1 , . . . , A N N −1 ), N ∈ N, are stochastically independent sub-σ-fields of the σ-field of Borel sets in [0, 1].
We are ready to define functions f n : [0, 1] → R, n ∈ N, and f : [0, 1] → R. For every N ∈ N and r ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N − 1} let B N r be a closed subset of
r=0 B N r ) < 2 −N ). The sets B N r can be chosen to be finite unions of closed intervals. Now, for n ∈ N, let f n : [0, 1] → R be any continuous function such that f n (x) = N (n) for x ∈ B N (n) r(n) and f n (x) = 0 for x / ∈ A N (n) r(n) . Since the sets B N r are finite unions of closed intervals, the functions f n can be chosen to be piecewise linear. We define f ≡ 0 on [0, 1].
We will show that f n I d f on [0, 1]. On the other hand we will prove that if A ⊂ [0, 1] is not a null-set with respect to Lebesgue measure then for every C ∈ R the density of the set {n ∈ N : (∃x ∈ A) |f n (x) − f (x)| ≥ C} is equal to 1. Note that this condition is much stronger than
Hence (g j ) j∈N is uniformly convergent on [0, 1] to the zero function and
is not a null-set then for every C ∈ R we have d({n ∈ N : (∃x ∈ A) |f n (x) − f (x)| ≥ C}) = 1": Let A ⊂ [0, 1] be not a null-set. Then for some N 0 ∈ N the outer Lebesgue measure of A satisfies the inequality λ * (A)
The product of the numbers card(K N )/N ∈ [0, 1] with N > N 0 is positive. It follows that lim N →∞ card(K N )/N = 1. We are ready to calculate d({n ∈ N : (∃x ∈ A) |f n (x) − f (x)| ≥ C}) for a fixed C ∈ R. Let C ∈ N be such that C ≥ C. For j satisfing N (j) > C (i.e. j > C (C + 1)/2) we have:
The convergence in the last line follows from lim j→∞ ( 
I-convergence in measure
Fix an admissible ideal I ⊂ P(N) and a measure space (X, M, µ). By L 0 we denote the space of real valued measurable functions defined almost everywhere on X (cf. [9] ). Fix f ∈ L 0 and f n ∈ L 0 , n ∈ N. Recall that (f n ) n∈N is convergent in measure to f if the sequence of reals
is convergent to 0 for every η > 0. We write it f n µ → f . We say that (f n ) n∈N is I-convergent in measure to f if the sequence µ({x ∈ X : |f n (x) − f (x)| ≥ η}), n ∈ N, is I-convergent to 0 for every η > 0. We write it f n µ → I f . Thus f n µ → I f is equivalent to the condition
in which we may take r = η and/or for instance, η = 1/p, p ∈ N.
We can easily show that the converse need not hold if I-convergence for sequences of real numbers is stricly more general than the usual convergence. We also have (f n ⇒ I f ) ⇒ (f n µ → I f ). Indeed, assume f n ⇒ I f and let η > 0. There is an M ∈ I such that |f n (x) − f (x)| < η for all n / ∈ M and x ∈ X. Thus {n ∈ N : µ({x ∈ X : |f n (x) − f (x)| ≥ η}) ≥ η} ⊂ {n ∈ N : {x ∈ X : |f n (x) − f (x)| ≥ η} = ∅} ⊂ M ∈ I which implies that f n µ → I f .
If I = I d , I-convergence in measure was studied in [25] , [7] , and named asymptotic statistical convergence. We call it outer statistical convergence in measure (another kind, called inner statistical convergence in measure, will be introduced in the next section). In [25] , [7] the following result was obtained Theorem 15. Let (X, M, µ) be a finite measure space and f, f n ∈ L 0 (n ∈ N). If f n → I d f almost everywhere on X, then f n µ → I d f . Conversely, if the following condition ( * ) is fulfilled:
This theorem was originally formulated for Lebesgue measure on [0, 1) but its proof works in a general case. Also, condition ( * ) is a core of the assumptions used in [25] and [7] . In the next section, we will give a new proof of the first part of Theorem 15. As to the second part of Theorem 15, let us show that condition ( * ) cannot be omitted.
Example 16. Consider the well known example of a sequence of Lebesgue measurable functions on [0, 1) that is convergent in measure but has no limit at any point of [0, 1). Namely, let f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , . . . be a sequence of functions
. . consists of the same functions ordered in the same fashion but each function f n is repeated 2 n−1 times. Clearly, (g n ) n∈N is convergent in measure to the zero function on [0, 1). However, (g n (x)) n∈N is statistically convergent to 0 at no point x ∈ [0, 1). Indeed, define j n = n j=1 2 j−1 = 2 n −1 for n ∈ N. Let x ∈ [0, 1) and put M = {m ∈ N : g m (x) = 1 and g m+1 (x) = 0}. This set is infinite and, while ordered increasingly, is a subsequence (j kn ) n∈N of (j n ) n∈N . For every n ∈ N we have
According to the classical Riesz theorem, every sequence (f n ) n∈N of functions from L 0 convergent in measure to f ∈ L 0 contains a subsequence convergent to f almost everywhere. It is natural to ask whether the statistical version of this fact is true. The answer is yes, even one can have more since every sequence outer statistically convergent in measure contains a subsequence convergent (in the usual sense) almost everywhere. This was proved in [12, Lemma 2] by the use of Theorem 15. We will extend this result to the case when I d is replaced by an arbitrary P -ideal. (See Corollary 19 below.) We will exploit the classical Riesz theorem in a version where the respective pseudometric on L 0 is used (cf. [8, 2.3.8] 
Thus ρ is a pseudometric on L 0 (cf. [8, 2.3.8] , [9, 245Y(e)]) such that the convergence with respect to ρ is equivalent to the convergence in measure. Since ρ(f, g) = 0 implies f = g almost everywhere, ρ is not a metric. However, considering the equivalence relation "to be equal almost everywhere" on L 0 , one may define a metric ρ on the set L 0 of equivalence classes by ρ(ḟ ,ġ) = ρ(f, g), whereḟ ,ġ stand for the respective classes generated by f, g ∈ L 0 . Note that for pseudometric spaces it is possible to consider Iconvergence of sequences, defined as for metric spaces. It is not hard to verify that the corresponding versions of Fact 2 and Proposition 3 remain true. Now, our aim is to show that, for a P-ideal I, I-convergence in measure is equivalent to I-convergence in ρ.
Theorem 17. Let I ⊂ P(N) be a P-ideal and let f, f n ∈ L 0 (n ∈ N). The following conditions are equivalent:
(1) (f n ) n∈N is I-convergent in measure to f ; (2) for each p ∈ N, the sequence µ({x ∈ X : |f n (x) − f (x)| ≥ 1/p}), n ∈ N, is I-convergent to 0; (3) for each p ∈ N, there exists an I-thick sequence (n
Proof. Equivalences (1) ⇔ (2) and (4) ⇔ (5) follow from the definitions of Iconvergence in measure and convergence in measure. Equivalences (2) ⇔ (3) and (5) ⇔ (6) follow from Fact 2 and the properties of ρ. Implication (4) ⇒ (3) is obvious. To show (3) ⇒ (4) put M p = N \ {n
Since I is a P-ideal, pick M ∞ ∈ I such that M p \ M ∞ is finite for every p. Arrange N\M ∞ as an increasing sequence (n k ) k∈N . This is a subsequence of every (n (p) k ) k∈N , p ∈ N, if we ignore finite sets. So, condition (4) follows.
Using the completeness of (L 0 , ρ) (cf. [8, 2.3 .10]) we can formulate some more equivalences.
Theorem 18. Let I ⊂ P(N) be a P-ideal and let f n ∈ L 0 for n ∈ N. The following conditions are equivalent:
(I) there is an f ∈ L 0 such that (f n ) n∈N is I-convergent in measure to f ; (II) (f n ) n∈N satisfies I-Cauchy condition with respect to ρ; (III) there exists an I-thick subsequence (f n k ) k∈N satisfying the Cauchy condition with respect to ρ.
Proof. (I)⇒(II)
. By Theorem 17, (I) is equivalent to ρ(f n , f )→ I 0 and this implies (II). Implication (II)⇒(III) follows from Proposition 3.
(III)⇒(I). By the completeness of (Y, ρ) we get ρ(f n k , f ) → 0 for some f ∈ L 0 . Hence by Fact 2 we have ρ(f n , f )→ I 0 which by Theorem 17 yields (I).
Corollary 19. Let I ⊂ P(N) be a P-ideal. Then every sequence (f n ) n∈N of functions from L 0 , which is I-convergent in measure to an f ∈ L 0 , contains a subsequence convergent to f almost everywhere.
Proof. By implication (1) ⇒ (5) in Theorem 17, consider a subsequence (f n k ) k∈N convergent in measure to f . Then, by the Riesz theorem, pick a next subsequence convergent to f almost everywhere.
Two kinds of statistical convergence in measure
Let (X, M, µ) be a measure space. According to the definition from the previous section, the outer statistical convergence in measure of a sequence (f n ) n∈N of functions from L 0 to an f ∈ L 0 , is given by the formula:
Here this convergence (denoted before by f n µ → I d f ) will be written as f n (d,µ) → f . If we change the order of operators d j and µ in the above formula, we obtain the inner statistical convergence in measure of (f n ) n∈N to f (written
The following theorem answers a natural question about relationships between these two kinds of convergence.
Theorem 20. Let (X, M, µ) be a measure space and f, f n ∈ L 0 (n ∈ N). Then we have;
Proof. Since d j : P(N) → [0, 1], j ∈ N, is a probability measure, we may consider the product measure µ × d j on the product algebra M ⊗ P(N) of subsets of X × N. Fix η > 0 and denote
Observe that a function Φ :
We prove (i). It suffices to show that
Fix ε > 0 and r > 0. From f n
→ f it follows that we can find an index j 0 ∈ N such that for all j ≥ j 0 we have two conditions:
. From the first of the above conditions it follows that d j (N \ M ) < r/2 for all j ≥ j 0 . Hence for all j ≥ j 0 we have
Hence to obtain (5.1) it suffices to prove that
Below, we will use the Fubini theorem for the characteristic function of the set A * η ⊂ X × M which is of finite measure µ × d j for every fixed j ∈ N.
By the choice of j 0 , for all j ≥ j 0 we obtain
This immediately yields (5.2).
We prove (ii). Assume that µ(X) < ∞. Fix η > 0. We will show that (5.3) (∀r, ε > 0)(∃j 0 ∈ N)(∀j ≥ j 0 ) d j ({n ∈ N : µ(A η (n)) ≥ r}) < ε.
So let r > 0 and ε > 0. From f n (µ,d)
→ f it follows that we can find an index j 0 such that for all j ≥ j 0 the following condition holds:
By the Fubini theorem applied to the characteristic function of A η ⊂ X × N we have
By the choice of j 0 , for all j ≥ j 0 we obtain rε > rεµ(X) 2µ(X) + µ x ∈ X : d j (A η (x)) ≥ rε 2µ(X) → f since λ({x ∈ R : |f n (x) − f (x)| ≥ 1}) = 1 for every n ∈ N.
Thanks to Theorem 20, for finite measure spaces, we may speak about one notion of statistical convergence in measure since the both natural kinds (outer and inner) are equivalent. Now, let us present a new proof of the first part of Theorem 15, whose idea (using Egorov's theorem) resembles an argument in the classical case where convergence almost everywhere implies convergence in measure for a finite measure space. So, assume that (X, M, µ) is a finite measure space and f, f n ∈ L 0 (n ∈ N). Suppose f n → I d f almost everywhere on X. We will show that f n → f ) (f n → I d f ) since it is enough to consider the sequence from Example 16. Finally, observe that, for a σ-finite measure space, condition f n → I d f almost everywhere (even everywhere) need not imply that (f n ) n∈N is inner statistically convergent in measure to f (consider f n = χ [n,∞) , n ∈ N, and f ≡ 0 on R with Lebesgue measure). So, we cannot strenghten the first statement of Theorem 15.
